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ries that furnishing the data provided JetBlue with potential benefits of
“increased safety on its flights” and the ability to “prevent the use of
commercial airlines as weapons that target military bases” were deemed
speculative and inadequate to sustain an unjust enrichment claim.

Internal Investigations: Fourth Circuit Provides
Useful Guidance on Employee Interviews and the

Attorney-Client Privilege

JOHN T. BOESE

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit issued a recent
decision that addresses critical instructions given to employees
during investigations conducted by inside or outside counsel.1

The court considered whether employees of AOL Time Warner could
prevent the company from waiving the attorney-client privilege when
responding to a grand jury subpoena for interview memos generated
during the internal investigation. Three employees claimed they were
represented personally by the investigating attorneys during interviews
conducted between March and June 2001. The employees did not con-
sent to the waiver, but their motion to quash was denied by the district
court in a decision affirmed this week by the court of appeals. The
Fourth Circuit panel held that all of the “essential touchstones for the
formation of an attorney-client relationship between the investigating
attorneys and the appellants were missing at the time of the
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interviews.”2 However, the court also cautioned that language used by
outside counsel in its instructions to company employees created “a
potential legal and ethical mine field.”3

Instructions Given during Employee Interviews
The potentially troublesome language referred to by the court was a
statement by outside counsel that although they represented AOL, they
“could” represent the individuals, too, “as long as no conflict
appear[ed].”4 The employees also received the following standard
instruction from the outside lawyers:

We represent the company. These conversations are privi-
leged, but the privilege belongs to the company and the com-
pany decides whether to waive it. If there is a conflict, the
attorney-client privilege belongs to the company.5

When a grand jury issued a subpoena for documents relating to the
interviews, AOL agreed to waive the attorney-client privilege and pro-
duce the documents. The three employees moved to quash, asserting
that they each had an individual attorney-client relationship with the
investigating attorneys and that they refused to waive the privilege.6

The Common Interest Agreement with Wakeford
Further complicating matters was the fact that AOL’s attorneys
entered into a common-interest agreement with one of the employees
(Wakeford) roughly six months after the disputed interviews occurred.
The common interest agreement related to a Securities and Exchange
Commission investigation into an AOL matter. (Unlike the other two
employees who moved to quash the grand jury subpoena, Wakeford
was subsequently indicted, and therefore identified by the court in this
decision.)  

No Attorney-Client Relationship with the Employees
The District Court denied the motion to quash as to all of the employ-
ees, and a unanimous panel of the Fourth Circuit affirmed by relying
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in part on the well-established principle that it takes more than an
individual’s subjective belief to establish an attorney-client relation-
ship.7 Both courts ruled that the statement that the investigating attor-
neys could represent the individuals in the absence of a conflict was
not enough “to establish the reasonable understanding that they were
representing” the employees.8

The Fourth Circuit ruled that the “essential touchstones” of an
attorney-client relationship were missing under these facts, as demon-
strated by the following:

there was “no evidence of an objectively reasonable, mutual
understanding that the appellants were seeking legal advice
from the investigating attorneys or that the investigating attor-
neys were rendering personal legal advice;”
the investigating attorneys clearly disclosed that:

they represented AOL;
the attorney-client privilege was solely AOL’s; and
the right to waive that privilege belonged solely to AOL;

there was no evidence that the individual employees were told
that the investigating attorneys represented them; and
there was no evidence that any of the individuals asked for per-
sonal legal advice from the investigating attorneys or that the
investigating attorneys gave such advice to the individuals.9

Finally, Wakeford’s common-interest agreement did not preclude AOL’s
waiver, the court held, because the agreement was not entered into until
after the relevant interviews had already occurred.10

The Dangers of the “Watered-Down ‘Upjohn Warnings’”
Nevertheless, the court of appeals expressed significant misgivings over
the propriety of the “watered-down ‘Upjohn warnings’” given to the
appellants by the investigating attorneys. (An “Upjohn warning” is one
in which a company employee is advised that counsel represents the
company, rather than the employee. This refers to a decision, Upjohn v.
United States,11 in which the Supreme Court set forth the requirements
that must be satisfied in order to protect communications with corporate
employees under the attorney-client privilege.)
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The Fourth Circuit considered the statement that the attorneys
could represent the employees “if no conflict appear[ed]” to be “a
potential legal and ethical mine field.” The court noted that the attor-
neys would have been required to withdraw from all representation and
maintain all confidences if a conflict arose after the investigating attor-
neys entered into an attorney-client relationship with both the employ-
ees and the company. These troubling issues were averted, the court
held, only because no such relationship existed with the employees
under these facts.12

Best Practices for Employee Interviews During Internal
Investigations
Under Upjohn and the Fourth Circuit’s recent decision, the following
practices are well established as best practices when conducting internal
investigations:

Company counsel (inside or outside) should warn (and document
that they have warned) company employees at the very beginning of an
internal investigation interview that:

counsel represents only the company and not the employee per-
sonally;
the attorney-client privilege under which the interview is con-
ducted belongs solely to the company; and
only the company will decide whether any facts learned in the
interview will be shared with any third party, including govern-
ment officials.

It will be the decision of counsel regarding how best to establish these
critical warnings. Although some might recommend that these warnings
be delivered in writing, and perhaps signed by the employee, others
simply recommend that a standard script be given, without exception to
each employee to be interviewed, with a mandatory requirement that the
employee state that he or she understands these conditions. How this is
handled may vary by company, employee and investigation.
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